We present here ancillary information for the above-referenced article, including a listing of the climate models utilized in the analysis. This material is appropriately referenced in the main document text.
Model averaging
We compute a multimodel mean response in two ways, weighting equally either ensemble members or models (alternatively, weighting models according to the number of ensemble members or equally). Figures S1a and S1b show the results of the two procedures for the 2031-2040 decade, while Figure S1c shows the difference field. Differences are not entirely random, showing weak negative values in a band across the central and southern areas of the domain, with positive values at higher and at some lower latitudes. Evidently, models having more ensemble members have a small dry bias as compared with the others: They tend to make the drying areas, coarsely defined, a bit drier and moisten the moistening areas a bit less. In any case the maps of Figures S1a and S1b are quite similar; we judge the difference as being too small to weigh on the conclusions presented. Although this relationship may seem like a logical necessity, it does not take into account the behavior of central-tercile probabilities, which in principle could absorb a greater or lesser proportion of the counts lost by the category being depleted. But in fact this migration of counts is approximately constrained: Since the distributions of precipitation anomalies that ultimately generate the counts are approximately Gaussian (these are distribution over both years and ensemble members), the pattern by which counts shift tends to behave as if governed by an underlying, shifting normal distribution. Figure S3 shows in schematic form how these shifts would play out, using a Gaussian climatological distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Before any climatic change has occurred, all three terciles have equal probability (1/3), represented on the abscissa at value zero. As the future distribution shifts leftward, corresponding to drier and drier conditions, the low-tercile probability increases, while probabilities for the others both decrease, the wet-tercile probability falling more than that of the central tercile. This is essentially the situation we see in Fig. 3 (main manuscript) , particularly for the northeastern quadrant.
One might argue that since the computation of tercile probabilities is here performed by first fitting Gaussians to the raw model scores, such a result is foreordained. However the fitting procedure serves only to smooth what are already quasi-normal distributions, the Gaussian character existing a priori. 
